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Series Editor’s Preface

This book is an example of the linguistic study of language in society at its
best. Wolfram, Thomas, and their associates have produced a superb work
in what we might perhaps call linguistic archaeology. By dint of highly
professional fieldwork in a hitherto uninvestigated enclave community, and
by virtue of careful and detailed quantitative analyses of a wide variety of
linguistic variables, they have been able to develop a highly insightful win-
dow on to the past. This window, which depends crucially on the tendency
for isolated communities to retain conservative linguistic features (although
it is of course always much more complicated than that), has helped the
authors to answer, in a balanced, nuanced, and ideologically neutral way,
some vexed questions – some of them also treated by other books in this
series – about the history of African American English. Importantly, the
authors have also been able to generalize from the findings produced in this
single small community at one point in time to social and linguistic events
which span the Americas, and the Atlantic Ocean, and to issues with a time
depth of three hundred years or more. They have also been able to shed
light on the equally fascinating question as to where ongoing developments
in contemporary African American English are currently taking this import-
ant variety. Throughout the whole work, moreover, we find treatments of
theoretical issues of interest to all who work in the area of linguistic variation
and change. This is an in-depth study of a small area of the United States
which most readers will never have heard of. But it is also a wide-ranging
exercise in sociohistorical linguistics with the widest possible theoretical and
methodological implications.

Prof. Peter Trudgill
Chair of English Linguistics

University of Fribourg



Preface

No topic in modern sociolinguistics has engendered more interest than
African American Vernacular English. Furthermore, this interest has not
been restricted to the sociolinguistic research community. As evidenced by
sporadic national controversies that have played out in the media over the
past several decades, the public at large has also been captivated by the socio-
political and educational implications attendant to this language variety. In
this book, we address some of the major issues related to the historical and
contemporary development of the speech of African Americans, based on
empirical data from a unique enclave dialect situation that has existed for
almost three centuries now in coastal North Carolina. Though the specific
sociolinguistic situation is limited, it has much to tell us about the general
development of African American speech in the past and the present. Our
goal is to follow the data as they lead us to conclusions that sometimes
confirm the results of other studies while, at other times, challenge the
conclusions of other studies.

The fact that African American Vernacular English has undergone so
many name changes over the past four decades speaks symptomatically
of the controversy associated with the recognition of this variety. Over the
last half century this variety has been assigned the following labels, listed
here in approximate chronological sequence: Negro Dialect, Substandard
Negro English, Nonstandard Negro English, Black English, Vernacular Black
English/Black English Vernacular, Afro-American English, Ebonics, African
American Vernacular English, African American Language, Ebonics (again),
and Spoken Soul. In choosing to use the term African American Vernacular
English (AAVE) in this book, we underscore our focus on the ethnolinguistic
status of AAVE as a significant vernacular variety of American English. Our
definition clearly suffers from a structural linguistic and sociolinguistic bias
in that it focuses, for the most part, on “nonmainstream” linguistic traits
that both set this variety apart and unite it with other vernacular varieties.
This is, of course, only one of the perspectives on African American speech
and, admittedly, a limited one. The focus is not intended to minimize or



trivialize important issues of definition related to the construct African
American English, including the right of self-definition, but simply to set forth
the sociolinguistic focal point of this study. Accordingly, we concentrate
on some of the structural forms that have been at the heart of the debate
over the linguistic history of AAVE while also considering some traits that
traditionally have been overlooked in this controversy.

In all respects, this book resulted from a team effort by the members of
the North Carolina Language and Life Project at North Carolina State
University. This collective effort is recognized in the authorship of the
book, which acknowledges the primary authorship of Walt Wolfram and
Erik R. Thomas, along with the full participation of key team members in
all phases of the research. Wolfram took the lead in writing chapters 1–3, 5,
7, 9, and 10, and Thomas was responsible for writing chapters 4, 6, and 8,
although all the chapters reflect contributions by both authors. While Wolf-
ram and Thomas were responsible for the writing and various phases of the
analysis, critical fieldwork and analysis were undertaken by a number of
staff members. Elaine W. Green and Becky Childs coordinated most of the
fieldwork for this project, along with Erik Thomas and Benjamin Torbert.
Green, in particular, conducted by far the largest number of interviews.
Other fieldworkers who conducted interviews include Sherise Berry, Tracie
M. Fellers, Barbara E. Hunter, Natalie Schilling-Estes, Jason G. Sellers,
Byinna Warfield, Tracey Weldon, and Marge Wolfram. Four tapes recorded
in 1981 by the late Rebecca Swindell were provided to us by the Hyde
County Historical and Genealogical Society. The analysis of consonant
clusters in chapter 7 was carried out by Becky Childs, with supplemental
analysis by Walt Wolfram. Walt Wolfram and Daniel Beckett were respons-
ible for the analysis of postvocalic r vocalization, copula absence, past tense
be regularization, and third person -s reported in chapter 9. Elaine Green
also conducted part of the analysis of weren’t regularization and copula
absence that was integrated into chapter 5, and did genealogical analyses for
a number of African American families who were a part of this study.
Bridget L. Anderson conducted about half of the acoustic vowel measure-
ments discussed in chapter 6; Thomas conducted the other half. Jeffrey
Reaser and Amy Gantt worked on the listener perception experiments
reported in chapter 10. Dede A. Addy conducted an analysis of invariant
be that was incorporated into chapter 5 and chapter 10 under a Carnegie
Mellon mentoring fellowship. Bridget L. Anderson, Daniel Beckett, Rebecca
Childs, Caroline Fleming, Amy Gantt, Christine Mallinson, Maureen F.
Matarese, Jaclyn Ocumpaugh, Jeffrey Reaser, and Benjamin Torbert typed
transcripts that were used in the intonational analysis in chapter 8. The
essential role of the entire team of researchers is happily acknowledged,
including colleagues who had a more indirect role in this research project.
In this regard, we give special thanks to our colleague David Herman, who

xiv Preface



provided an insightful, Hermanskijan perspective on a number of emerging
ideas in this study.

Local Hyde County historian, R. S. Spencer, Jr., provided invaluable
assistance in compiling the history chapter. Thanks in large part to him, the
Hyde County Historical and Genealogical Society is one of the most active
historical organizations in North Carolina, and much of our historical account
has been gleaned from two of its publications: Selby et al. (1976) and the
periodical High Tides. T. J. Mann cheerfully assisted us in contacting resid-
ents and provided encouragement when we needed it most – at the outset
of our study. Special thanks also to Dorothy Collins, James Thomas Burrus,
and Jarrett Spencer for their help in coordinating contacts and interviews
with many of the younger members of the Hyde County community, and
for simply hanging out and sharing pizza with fieldworkers along the way.
As with any field-initiated sociolinguistic study, we are forever indebted to
all of the kind people of Hyde County who tolerated our seemingly inane
intrusions into their everyday world.

Special thanks to a number of people who read parts of the manuscript
and commented on it, including Guy Bailey, John Baugh, Ron Butters,
Kirk Hazen, Cathleen Hellier, David Herman, Bill Labov, Michael
Montgomery, Shana Poplack, John Rickford, Natalie Schilling-Estes, Daniel
Schreier, Sali Tagliamonte, James Walker, and especially the students en-
rolled in the Language Variation Research Seminar in the spring of 2001
who read and commented on the manuscript in progress. Our greatest
indebtedness is, of course, reserved for our spouses, Barbara Hunter and
Marge Wolfram. They have given the most – in time, patience, and support
throughout this venture and through all of our varied sociolinguistic adven-
tures. To be perfectly honest, sometimes we don’t know how they do it, but
we are simply thankful that they do.

We gratefully acknowledge support from National Science Foundation
research grants BCS 99-10224 and SBR-96-16331, as well as funding from
the William C. Friday Endowment and from a Faculty Research and Pro-
fessional Development grant (both at North Carolina State University), to
carry out this research. Naturally, these funding agencies are not respons-
ible for the contents or the opinions expressed in this book.

Walt Wolfram, William C. Friday Professor
North Carolina State University

Erik R. Thomas
North Carolina State University
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Introduction 1

1
Introduction

1.1 The Status of African American English

The synchronic and diachronic status of African American Vernacular Eng-
lish (AAVE) has now been scrutinized more than that of any other vernacu-
lar variety in the history of American English. In fact, a survey (Schneider,
1996:3) of published research on dialects of American English from the
mid-1960s through the mid-1990s indicates that AAVE has had more than
five times as many publications devoted to it as any other variety of English
and more publications than all other varieties of American English com-
bined. Given the level of attention, it is therefore somewhat surprising to
find Singler’s (1998) appraisal of historical research on AAVE highlight the
paucity of data about earlier African American speech.

A vexing problem in determining the age of particular AAVE features has
been the general absence of data about earlier stages. Moreover, the data that
have been available have often been suspect because of the circumstances
under which they were gathered, because of questions as to whether or not
the speakers were actually speaking AAVE, and the like. (Singler, 1998a:227)

Despite periods of apparent consensus among sociolinguists, data on the
origin and early development of AAVE are still quite limited, and debate
over its genesis continues to be intense after almost half a century of inquiry.

The debate over the evolution of AAVE is hardly limited to its origin and
early development. At the same time, there is continuing debate about its
more recent development, particularly in relation to other vernacular varieties
of English. Is AAVE changing in ways that make it more distinct from other
vernacular varieties of English – the so-called divergence hypothesis (Labov,
1985; Fasold, 1987) – or is it aligning more closely with other varieties of
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English? Arguments over the development of AAVE in the twentieth cen-
tury are as contentious as the debate over its earlier history, even though the
empirical data to address questions of language change in the twentieth
century would seem to be more readily accessible than data related to earlier
African American speech. Obviously, issues concerning the development of
AAVE are not limited to the simple accumulation of data; they concern the
reliability of the sources of data, the methods of analysis, and the interpre-
tations of the results derived from different studies.

Our goal is to address some of the major issues in the historical and cur-
rent development of AAVE by examining in detail a unique enclave dialect
situation that we have uncovered in Hyde County, North Carolina, located
along the coast of the Atlantic Ocean by the Pamlico Sound. Although the
empirical study focuses on a single, long-standing biracial enclave situation
in a remote geographical location, the implications for the more general
origin and early development of AAVE are far-reaching. The data allow us
to consider fundamental issues in the reconstruction of AAVE such as the
effect of regional dialects on the earlier speech of African Americans, the role
of persistent substratal influence from earlier language contact situations
between Africans and Europeans, the nature of intracommunity language
variation in earlier AAVE, and the trajectory of language change in earlier and
contemporary African American speech. All of these issues are central to the
resolution of the debate over the past and current development of AAVE.

1.2 A Unique Database

Data from two sources have fueled the re-examination of the earlier history
of AAVE in the last couple of decades. First, there has been a significant
expansion in uncovering written documentation representing earlier African
American speech. Although previous accounts of earlier African American
speech (Stewart, 1967, 1968; Dillard, 1972) often included citations from
written records by African Americans and observations about African Amer-
ican speech, the detailed analysis of different types of written texts have
challenged the textual reliability of some earlier written records, and corre-
spondingly, the view on the early development of African American speech.
One important type of data that came to light in the 1980s was a set of
written records and audio recordings of ex-slaves. These include an extensive
set of ex-slave narratives collected under the Works Project Administration
(WPA) (Schneider, 1989) in the 1930s, letters written by semiliterate ex-
slaves in the mid-1800s (Montgomery et al., 1993; Montgomery and Fuller,
1996), and other specialized collections of texts, such as the Hyatt texts – an
extensive set of interviews conducted with black hoodoo doctors in the 1930s
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(Hyatt, 1970–8; Viereck, 1988; Ewers, 1996). All of these records seemed to
point to the conclusion that earlier AAVE was not nearly as distinct from
postcolonial Anglo-American English varieties as earlier hypotheses had
proposed, namely, those hypothesizing a protocreole origin for AAVE
(Stewart, 1967, 1968; Dillard, 1972). Although emerging written documen-
tation on earlier African American English has raised essential issues related
to reconstructing African American speech (see chapter 2), we have little to
add to this discussion, since we have uncovered no written records from
earlier African Americans in Hyde County.

The second type of database that inspired the re-examination of the
historical development of earlier African American speech came from the in-
vestigation of black expatriate varieties of English. For example, in the
1820s, a group of blacks migrated to the peninsula of Samaná in the Do-
minican Republic, living in relative isolation and maintaining an apparent
relic variety of English up to the present day (Poplack and Sankoff, 1987;
Poplack and Tagliamonte, 1989; Poplack, 1999). A significant population of
African Americans also migrated from the United States to Canada in the
early 1800s, and some have lived to this day in relative isolation in Nova
Scotia. The examination of the English varieties spoken by blacks in these
areas by Shana Poplack and Sali Tagliamonte (1991), and their team of
researchers (Poplack, 1999; Poplack and Tagliamonte, 2001) has led to the
conclusion that these insular varieties were quite similar to earlier European
American varieties, again raising important challenges to the hypothesis
that a protocreole language was implicated in the origin and early develop-
ment of African American English. The validity of such evidence is pre-
mised on three assumptions: (1) that the transplant language variety of the
expatriates was an authentic reflection of a vernacular variety typical of
many African Americans at that time; (2) that such communities would be
relatively conservative in their language change in their new settlement
communities; and (3) that these communities would remain relatively unaf-
fected by the influence of surrounding communities and immune to changes
taking place in contemporary AAVE. There are important questions that
have been raised with respect to each of these issues, not unlike the kinds of
questions we must confront in our study of Hyde County.

The community we examine here falls squarely within the tradition of
enclave dialect studies, though it is a different kind of situation in that it
involves a long-standing, relatively isolated biracial community in the rural
Southern United States. Although expatriate transplant communities such
as those studied by Poplack, Tagliamonte, and their team of researchers at
the University of Ottawa (e.g., Poplack, 1999) may seem, at first glance, to
hold more potential for examining the state of earlier African American
speech than the coastal North Carolina Hyde County community because
of greater physical dislocation and obvious social detachment from cohort
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communities of European Americans in the USA, we would argue that
enclave situations in the USA may offer equally compelling insight. In the
community we examine here, there is comparable geographic remoteness
and social detachment though the physical dislocation may not be nearly as
great as that involved in expatriate situations. There is, however, continuity
within the community for a much longer time frame than that found for
transplant situations, since the community is now almost three centuries old.

As we will see in our detailed description of Hyde County in chapter 4, it
is one the oldest European American and African American settlement
communities in North Carolina. Europeans settled there at the turn of the
1700s, and shortly thereafter African Americans were brought to the area.
After a period of growth in the early 1700s, the area became an isolated
enclave located in terrain that was 85 percent marshland. This setting,
which has maintained an African American population of between a quarter
and a half of the overall population of Hyde County throughout its history,
provides an ideal setting for examining several critical issues regarding the
historical development of African American speech. For one, it offers a
sociolinguistic context involving a long-term, relatively insular, biracial situ-
ation featuring a distinctive European American variety. The Outer Banks
dialect described in a number of recent publications (e.g., Wolfram and
Schilling-Estes, 1995, 1997; Wolfram, Hazen, and Schilling-Estes, 1999) is
found in this mainland setting as well as in the Outer Banks. The location of
Hyde County and the approximate extent of the Pamlico Sound dialect area
are given in figure 1.1.

The historical continuity of the African American community in the
Hyde County region – almost three centuries old now – also provides an
important perspective on the possible genesis and early development of
AAVE. For example, the family genealogies of many of the current Euro-
pean American residents date back to the earliest residents of the area.

Figure 1.1 Location of Hyde County and the traditional Pamlico Sound dialect
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Although comparable genealogies do not exist for African Americans, oral
histories and emerging genealogies (see chapter 4) point to a parallel histor-
ical continuity. This observation is confirmed by the large number of shared
surnames found among African Americans and European Americans in
Hyde County – naming practices that reflect the tradition of the antebellum
South when slaves were assigned their owners’ surnames. The relatively
stable census figures of Hyde County over two centuries of official census
records also reflect the fact that there has been limited in-migration into
Hyde County.

Finally, this situation offers insight into how African American speech is
presently developing with respect to local European American vernacular
varieties of English, as well as to varieties spoken by African Americans
elsewhere. Through the application of the apparent time construct, we can
see how the residents of Hyde County have been changing their speech
during the twentieth century. By comparing the trajectories of language
change for African Americans and European Americans both in relation to
each other and in relation to external norms we can provide answers to the
prominent debate about ethnolinguistic accommodation and diversity in the
twentieth century.

1.3 The Hyde County Corpus

Since 1997, the staff of the North Carolina Language and Life Project has
interviewed 144 lifetime residents of Hyde County, comprising 92 African
Americans and 52 European Americans, as part of an ongoing sociolinguis-
tic investigation. The age range of the speakers spans a century in apparent
time, including those born as early as the 1890s to those born in the 1990s.
Subjects for this study were chosen following the social network procedure
of locating a friend of a friend (Milroy, 1987) and a family tree social network
in which different members of extended families were selected for inter-
viewing (Green, 1998). The use of the family tree procedure in selecting
subjects was related to an effort to trace genealogies for some of the long-
standing African American families in the community. The family tree sample
offers the obvious advantage of comparing speech across different genera-
tions within the same family, while the social network sample offers the
advantage of a broader representation of socially connected speakers within
the community.

Some of the interviews followed the format of the traditional, conversa-
tionally based sociolinguistic interview (Labov, 1966; Wolfram and Fasold,
1974), while other interviews followed Green’s (1998) genealogical inquiry
interviewing procedure that focused on discussions of family lineage. Both
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interviewing techniques led to extended conversations and significant amounts
of casual speech data, although there may have been some consequences in
terms of the conversational themes and the occurrence of particular struc-
tural features due to the differential topic focus in the interviews. For
example, the two techniques precluded a systematic investigation of lexical
variants, including such local terms as pone bread “cornbread made with
molasses (treacle),” juniper “Atlantic white-cedar (Chamaecyparis thyoides),”
and shivering owl “screech owl.”

Our analysis is based on data from the conversational portion of the
interview, which typically lasted 60–90 minutes. A few of the speakers in
our corpus were interviewed several times over the course of our fieldwork,
so that we have three to four hours of conversation for these speakers. Both
European American and African American interviewers of different ages
and both sexes conducted interviews, although we do not consider the
effects of interviewer variables such as ethnicity, sex, and age in the current
analysis. Subjects were interviewed in their homes, at work, or at various
meeting places where they spend their leisure time. Our goal was to inter-
view subjects in a social setting in which they were most comfortable and
relaxed. Generally, one or two members of our research team conducted the
interviews, sometimes with one participant but in some cases with more
than one subject. In some cases, a community member also accompanied
the fieldworker, especially for interviews with members of the African Amer-
ican community. The majority of conversations are three-way conversations
rather than dyads, following the model we established in the earlier study
of Ocracoke (Wolfram, Hazen, and Schilling-Estes, 1999:6). We found that
most participants felt more comfortable in a three-way conversation than
they did in a one-on-one question and answer format.

Although we ended up with a convenience sample of Hyde County that
followed social network and family network relations, attention was given to
the representation of different age levels in our sample. We also sought to
have adequate representation of men and women for both ethnic groups and
different age groups, although we do not examine the role of gender in a
systematic way as a part of this study (see Beckett, 2001). Therefore, our
sample includes speakers who represent all ages for both ethnic groups.
Such a generational distribution is critical for the goals of this study as they
relate to language change and ethnolinguistic alignment in apparent time.

1.4 Data Analysis

The analytical procedures generally fall in line with the current methods
used in quantitative sociolinguistics, with a couple of notable exceptions.
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For morphosyntactic structures, discussed in chapter 5, a sample of diagnostic
structures was first selected for detailed examination. The representative
variables selected here include two morphosyntactic patterns typically asso-
ciated with the Pamlico Sound regional variety, past tense leveling to weren’t
(e.g., It weren’t me) and 3rd plural -s marking (e.g., The dogs barks), and two
features commonly associated with the core morphosyntactic structures of
AAVE, copula/auxiliary absence (e.g., She nice) and 3rd sg. -s absence (e.g.,
The dog bark). In comparing patterns of variation and change for a sample of
AAVE-exclusive structures and distinctive Pamlico Sound morphosyntactic
structures across different generations of African American and European
American speakers, we hope to ascertain the ways in which the vernaculars
were aligned at an earlier period in their history and how this alignment
is changing. Accommodation to distinct Pamlico Sound morphosyntactic
features by African Americans would show that they were sensitive to
regionalized dialect norms. On the other hand, the persistence of dialect
features associated exclusively with the African American speech commun-
ity would give us insight into the maintenance of long-term ethnolinguistic
distinctiveness.

The morphosyntactic analysis is based on a subsample of 49 speakers: 35
African American speakers divided into four age groups of speakers (12
young, aged 14–23; 6 middle-aged, aged 32–43; 6 senior, aged 55–70; and 11
elderly, aged 77–102) and 14 European American speakers divided into an
elderly (6, aged 77–92) and a young (8, aged 15–27) group. The age delim-
itation for the four different groups of African American speakers follows
the clustering of generational age groups in our sample of speakers (elderly
= 77–91; senior = 55–70; middle = 32–43; young = 14–23) rather than the
arbitrary, chronologically based increments sometimes found in studies of
apparent time (e.g., 21–40, 41–60, etc.). To some extent, divisions between
age groups also correspond to some significant historical events. For ex-
ample, the two oldest groups of speakers represent speakers born during
or before World War II, an event sometimes correlated with significant
language shifts in the South (Bailey et al., 1991, 1993). Speakers in the two
oldest age groups also attended segregated schools, whereas the two younger
groups of speakers were educated during or after school integration took
place (see chapter 4) in the Hyde County schools.

Because European American speakers serve primarily as a baseline group
for comparison with the African American speakers in this study, samples
of European Americans tend to be more limited in this study. As noted
above, only 14 European Americans divided into two age groups – elderly
speakers and younger speakers – were used in the morphosyntactic com-
parison and analysis of diagnostic consonants. Fewer European Americans
than African Americans were used for the vowel analysis as well. It should
also be noted that the European Americans selected for the morphosyntactic
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analysis were limited to those classified as primary speakers of a vernacular
version of Pamlico Sound English, based on independent linguistic criteria
and background sociodemographic data. Judgments of vernacularity were
made on the basis of sociodemographic background information as well as
independent linguistic variables. All speakers in the sample who used negat-
ive concord and/or vernacular irregular verb patterns such as participial
past tense forms (I seen it) or bare root past irregular forms (Yesterday they
come there) were considered to be vernacular for the selection of this sample.

For the morphosyntactic analysis and the impressionistically based ana-
lysis of phonological variables (namely consonants), each instance of the diag-
nostic structure was extracted for the subsample of speakers, and the incidence
of variants for each variable was tabulated for each speaker in the sample.
However, in many cases, our analysis is based on summary descriptive data
figures given for aggregate groups classified on the basis of ethnicity and
age. Following the tradition of current quantitative sociolinguistics, we
subjected these figures to VARBRUL analysis (Cedergren and Sankoff,
1974; Young and Bayley, 1996). VARBRUL is a probabilistic-based, multi-
variate regression procedure that shows the relative contributions of different
factors to the overall variability of fluctuating forms. Factor groups may
consist of independent linguistic constraints, such as following phonological
environment, or external social ones, such as age group or social affiliation.
The weighting values range from 0 to 1; a value of greater than .5 favors the
occurrence of the variant, while a value of less than .5 disfavors its occur-
rence in a binomial analysis.

One of the limitations of VARBRUL analysis is its reliance on aggregate
data that typically ignores the role of individual variation. But the relation
of the individual to the group in sociolinguistics is hardly a settled issue.
Thus, we also consider profiles of individual speakers to examine the role of
the individual and group in sociolinguistic variation. In fact, one full chap-
ter (chapter 9) is dedicated to the examination of the role of the individual
variation in Earlier African American English, and much of our analysis of
vowels focuses on individuals rather than groups. In this way, we hope to
balance the analysis by considering both group and individual dynamics.

Chapters 6 and 7 treat variation in vowels and consonants, respectively,
with chapter 8 devoted to intonation. The vowel analysis in chapter 6 com-
prises three parts. The first part consists of a general discussion of the vowel
variants that make the dialect of Hyde County and the rest of the Pamlico
Sound area distinctive. This discussion centers on a set of representative
vowel formant plots. A detailed discussion of the acoustic measurement
techniques, selection of tokens, and so forth used to produce these plots is
provided. Next, we provide a historical survey of Hyde County vowels that
compares our data with records from the Linguistic Atlas of the Middle and
South Atlantic States (LAMSAS). The historical survey attempts to project


